For immediate press release

Chinese New Year In The Sky at Resorts World Genting
Start the Metal Rat year in prosperous style with spectacular performances,
traditional music, lion dance and many more in the sky!
Genting Highlands, 16th January 2020 – In the spirit of creating magnificent start to a prosperous new
cycle, Resorts World Genting will be bathed in a shower of red and gold, setting the stage to usher in a
brilliant new year and a bountiful new cycle of the Chinese zodiac where a grand Chinese New Year In The
Sky awaits.
The year 2020 will be the year of the Metal Rat. As the first sign of the 12-year zodiac animal cycle, the
Metal Rat will bring with it a strong and flourishing year for all the zodiacs. In the fable, the Rat pipped all
the other animals in the Great Race to the Jade Palace through a combination of strategic planning and
skill. These are qualities that will guide success over the new 12-year cycle and will form the theme of
Resorts World Genting’s extravagant Chinese New Year 2020 celebrations.
“In celebration of the new year, we have prepared 10 days of intensive and extensive fabulous wealth of
entertainment to welcome in the Year of the Rat with a huge bang of firecrackers. From spectacular stage
performances to delicious goodies and technical marvels, our hope is that all our guests will start their
new year and their new cycle with an abundance of joy, happiness and prosperity. Come celebrate Chinese
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New Year In The Sky at Resorts World Genting,” says Dato Edward Holloway, Executive Vice President of
Leisure & Hospitality, Resorts World Genting.
The entire resort will be in celebration from the eve of CNY until 2nd February 2020. Key highlights of
performances are at Arena of Stars, KimHua Atrium, SkyAVenue-SkySymphony, Metro Park and Metro
City.
Celebrate in style outdoor at Metro Park & Metro City
At the outdoor breezy Metro Park and Metro City at the resort, this area will be transformed into a CNY
Carnival from CNY Eve, 24th January to 2nd February 2020.
Usher in the year of the Metal Rat at Star Lake on 24th January. Spectacular performances will commence
from 10 pm with DJ, dancers, Choy San Yeh and the most exciting of all LED Dragon dance. A Dragon
Parade will follow suit to countdown to the new year that includes fireworks (if weather permits), laser
show, firecrackers and many more. If you have finished your reunion dinner early and like to join in the
merriment, do make a date with us as the party has just started.
The merriment continues from day 1 of the new year from 12 noon to 2nd February with the three timesdaily shows at 12.30 pm, 3.30 pm and 6.30 pm – free-of-charge and its open to the public. Here at Metro
City, the Resort presents the medley of dance, music and sights, timed to seamlessly segue from the Meet
& Greet and The Genting CNY In the Sky shows. The Regal Orchestra with serenade all with special
appearances by the 12 zodiac animals and Choy San Yeh.
At the Gazebo, Metro Park at 7.30 pm daily from 25th January to 2nd February and also on Chap Goh Mei
on 8th February, firecrackers will be lighted up daily to add cheers to the celebration. From 25th January to
2nd February a Dragon Parade will commence with a spectacular LED Dragon Dance, Lion Dance, Choy San
Yeh, 12 Zodiac animals and Genting Highlands Heroes will appear to give audience a remarkable show.
Also available is ice-skating. Kids and ice-skating enthusiasts can try their skating skills at the ice-skating
rink here. Admission rate is RM30 per person from Monday to Thursday and RM35 per person from Friday
to Sunday (price is inclusive of skates, socks and gloves).
After all the wonders and entertainment, it should be time to kick back and relax a little. Pick your position
early to watch the screening of classic CNY movies under a celestial blanket of Star Lake. Kicking off from
24th January through to 2nd February 2020, three movies starring Jack Lim will go on rotation at the Star
Lake cinema at 3pm, 5pm and 10.30pm daily. The movies are Amazing Spring, Huat the Fish and Ah Beng:
Mission Impossible. While you are here, catch the spectacular water shows at 9.00 pm and 10.30 pm.
To quench your thirst and appetite, there is plenty of food trucks for those who would like to indulge in
street foods under the cool weather. There are dumplings, oyster omelette, oyster mee suah, hot & sour
noodles, sausages, prawn noodles, Taiwan snacks, mocha and ice-creams. Also available are more CNY
kiosks that includes Prosperity Beverage Kiosk, Gong Xi Cookies Kiosk, Fortune Tong Sui Kiosk, Fatt Choi
Garden, Beer House & Hot Dogs, Fish & Chips and Dumpling House.
SkyAvenue, SkySymphony – Zodiac Great Race Show
Once again, the centre of the celebrations will be at the soaring Time Square at SkyAvenue mall. With four
storeys, 360-degree wraparound screens and the largest permanent kinetic winch ball system in Asia, this
will be the setting for the sights and sounds of a wonderful CNY. Playing out across the SkySymphony
audio-visual stage will be a glorious tribute to the tale of the Zodiac Great Race, where the Jade Emperor
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determined the order of the 12 animal signs in ancient times. Debuting on 9th January 2020, the show will
feature breath-taking visuals and amazing transformations through 1,001 winch balls to wish all and one
a happy Chinese New Year.
Heroes Adventure Train Ride
Come one come all to have fun rides at the Heroes Adventure Train Ride at the Madras Lane (located next
to the Void at SkyTropolis) between from 24th February onwards starting at 12 noon till late. The fun ride
will take you into the Light Tunnel, Jungle Jam, Candyland and Spookadilly. Its free when you spend a
minimum of RM30 anywhere in the resort. Just present your receipts to claim your free rides.
KimHua Atrium – Get Up Close & Personal with the 12 Zodiac Animals and more
The animal zodiacs themselves will make an appearance in person at KimHua Atrium, surrounded by the
tradition iconography of the season – pretty plum blossoms, heavy gold ingots, fresh orange trees, swollen
red packets and blessings from the Heavens. Come, meet and snap some photos with your animal zodiac
in person as the lunar cycle renews once again. The 12 animals will also be joined by a team of five Choy
San Yeh – the God of Fortune – who have descended from the Jade Palace in the sky to bring luck and
smiles to all at 11 am and 4.30 pm daily. The Genting Highland Heroes, who have dressed up in red-andgold splendour just for the occasion will also be merry making at 1 pm, 2 pm, 4 pm and 5 pm daily from
25th January to 2nd February 2020.
Arena Of Stars – The peak of all performances is here
But the entertainment does not stop there. Under the star-graced roof of the Arena of Stars, there will be
a grand and spectacular Chinese New Year Prosperity Show and World Lion Dance Champions Lion Dance
Stunt Show by Kun Seng Keng Lion and Dragon Dance Association. Show is free-of-charge and is open to
the public three times a day at 12 noon, 3pm and 6pm from 25th January to 2nd February 2020. Make sure
you say hello to Choy San Yeh as he will be around to distribute Angpaus after the show.
Chinese New Year Bazaar
In between all this merriment, Resorts World Genting has also ensured that all its guests will not go home
empty-handed. Taking over a vast hall at Pavilion (at SkyTropolis) will be a special CNY Bazaar which is
open now until 02nd Feb 2020 from 12 noon to 8pm daily (extended to 10pm on Fridays, Saturdays and
Sundays). Offering CNY specials and offers will be famous brands such as Hung Fook Tung, Tian Ma Bird
Nest, Eu Yan Sang, Ke Ai Biscuits, Brands, Lee Kum Kee, Kinyubi, Piaokee, Lun Heng, Mei Zhong Mei and
more. There will also be a special Resorts World Genting kiosk, offering delicious goodies that can be
found nowhere else but at the mountaintop namely the Pineapple Tarts and other goodies. More CNY
goodies can be found at the Hilltop Walkway just next to KimHua Atrium located at the 1 st floor of
SkyAVenue.
Skytropolis Indoor Theme Park Packages
While there are many things to do at the resort, the kids would be thrilled to visit the Skytropolis. You will
be spoilt by the number of various packages available. Some of the packages that you might want to
consider is the Combo A that comes with tickets to Skytropolis, one XD Theatre game, Senikome and one
experience at Adventureland for just RM100. If you are a fan of The Void, buy Combo C which is RM160
that comes with one ticket to The Void, Skytropolis and Senikome. And if you are a great VR fan, be sure
to consider Combo 3 at RM117 that will grant you to most of the SkyVR experience. It comes with one
SkyWay and Express tickets and 100 credits of SkyVR experiences.
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Chinese New Year Eve Show Off Show
In celebration of the Lunar New Year in 2020, the Chinese New Year Eve Show Off Show will make a great
after dinner entertainment whereby concert goers will get to ring in the year of the rat during the
countdown session at Arena of Stars on 24th January 2020 with faces and voices that will be familiar to
Malaysian audiences. These include the jovial radio DJ from Ipoh Jack Lim, the bubbly star of MY FM Mei
Yan, singing sensation Jieying Tha, actor Juztin Lan, the sweet voice of Yoke Chen and the high energy of
Jack Yap to beautiful artwork by The Painters hailing from Korea, to world award winning and Malaysian
bred The Hands Percussion, thrilling acts by Psycusix, World class magic show by illusionist Kenneth Wong
and one of a kind dance performance from the Oriental Jutsu are ready to awe the audience.
With that said, come and kick off the start of a new Chinese zodiac cycle with Resorts World Genting 2020
Chinese New Year Eve Show Off Show on 24 January 2020 at the Arena of Stars. Tickets are now on sale,
priced at RM596 (VIP), RM296 (PS1) and RM166 (PS2). An additional processing fee of RM4.00 applies.
GRC (Genting Rewards Card) members enjoy a standard 10% discount via cash, credit card or Genting
Points redemption, applicable for VIP and PS1 only.
Both Genting Skyway & Awana Skyway extended operation hours from 7.00am- 1:00am from 24th January2nd February 2020. Resorts World Genting welcomes everyone for a memorable year and great
celebrations at Genting CNY In The Sky. For more information on these events, please visit
www.rwgenting.com or call +603 2718 1118.
- Ends -

